
 
LIBERTY LIBERAL ARTS ACADEMY 

Spanish 101 for High School 
 
Teacher: Mrs. Deborah Perez  
Ages: High School  
Class size: Minimum 2 students – Maximum - 12 Students  
 
Teacher Compensation Fee: $225 per year payable in 9 monthly payments of 25$  
Teacher’s Supply Fee: A one-time Yearly fee of $20, due on July 7th to hold Student’s place in class.  
If late registered, fee is due in September before class begins.  
 
Books & Materials:  
 
1. POR TODO EL MUNDO SPANISH 1— (2 BOOKS: A &B)  

Abeka Website Code 62375 (Cost is $49.50 for both books as a bundle @ Abeka)  
  

 
2. Recommended by Teacher: SPANISH 1 PRONUNCIATION/SCRIPTURE CD 

Abeka Website Code 89362 Cost is $1575 
 

            
 
 
Class Description: Por todo el mundo means “unto all the world.” Give your teen the skills to expand his usefulness in 
our global society both for God’s kingdom and in the workplace through this practical language course. Your teen will be 
taught to speak, understand, read, and write basic Spanish in common situations. The emphasis is on communicating 
orally with an excellent accent and reasonable grammatical accuracy. The learn-memorize-practice-apply method helps 
your teen master content using a logical, systematic progression. With a focus on Spanish ministry, this 2-volume set 
(one text for each semester) has the added advantage of high-quality instruction and practice from a Christian 
perspective. The class may be going on a field trip to the Mexican Art Museum or to the Mexican Street Market, 
depending on dates and availability.  
 
Benefits of using this Curriculum in class:  

Abundant pronunciation helps. Spanish 1A begins with approximately 30 pages of keys and practice for accurate pronunciation. A 
pronunciation/scripture CD (sold separately) is also available to start the new language learner off right!  

Clear explanation in English. English explanation throughout helps the new language learner know precisely what is expected. An index in each 
volume helps you find what you need quickly.  

Practical tools for Spanish ministry. Includes Spanish translations of Bible stories on a child’s level, the plan of salvation in Spanish, and Bible 
verses to memorize.  

Cultural readings. Abundant photos and cultural readings add fascinating information to help your language learner’s understanding of the Latin 
mindset.  

Periodic reviews. Oral mastery exercises and quarterly reviews provide regular reinforcement of concepts.  

Flexibility. Includes one chapter each for 35 weeks of school, making adjustment to your schedule easy.  

 


